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APPALACHIAN
TRAIL FEST
Mark your calendars for the
Bennington Appalachian Trail Fest
on Saturday, July 30th at the
Bennington Community Center, 655
Gage Street. See page 8 of this
newsletter for more details!

Spring Meeting & Other Reminders
Spring Meeting & Potluck or Bring Your Own Bag
April 24, Sunday – 5:00 pm Upper Pavilion at Willow Park.
Food, fellowship and election of officers.
RSVP on Meetup
GMC Membership: If you have not joined the GMC, please consider
joining as this organization protects and maintains the Long Trail System
for all of us. If you have joined, don’t forget to renew your membership.
Online vs Print Newsletter: In these times, many people are choosing to
read this newsletter online as it shows better with color photos, more
information, live links, and reduces printing and mailing costs. If you no
longer wish to receive the printed black and white copy please email Hal
March. halmarch@yahoo.com Disregard if you have already noti ed him.
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Vermont’s Fifth Season: Mud Season
by Ann Martin
Yep, that fifth season in Vermont is upon us. The dreaded Mud Season! But don’t despair, there are always things to
do and we’ll share some ideas with you.
First of all, what causes mud season? The ground in our northern states freezes, sometimes 60-70 inches deep.
As the temperatures warm, the frozen ground begins to thaw at the surface level and releases water. This thawing
process continues as the warmth penetrates deeper into the soil. During this slow thaw, the lower levels remain
frozen longer and prevent water from draining down into the earth. Thus, the water drains onto the surface level
creating MUD. Add snowmelt and rain to this process and we get more and more mud.
So, why is mud a problem? (Aside from being messy!) If
there is a lot of walking on a trail, all those plodding hiking
boots compact the ground forcing soil particles closer
together. When this happens there are fewer and smaller air
pockets and water can’t drain easily into the soil and it is more
difficult for plants to push their roots through the dense soil.

Photos show GMC volunteers doing trail
work - these are the only people who should
be out on the trails during mud season.

OK, I’ll just walk around the mud puddles. NO! Skirting
the puddles means that you will be trampling vegetation,
widening the trail, and doing more environmental damage.
Am I stuck at home for all of mud season? Nope. Choose
to walk on paved bike paths, lower elevation trails that dry out
sooner, mountain roads, or other durable surfaces. Check the
Green Mountain Club suggestions for hikes during mud
season: https://www.greenmountainclub.org/hiking/hikevt/
Anything else? Yes! Check out the Green Mountain Club
6-Week Mud Madness Instagram Challenge.
#GMCMudMadness, Each week from April 12 - May 23 there
will be three different challenges. If you complete one or
more and upload a photo of you on the challenge, you will be
entered for a chance to win one of each week’s prizes. The
challenges can be done at all fitness levels and the prizes look
really cool! For example week one challenges are: 1. Find a
mud season appropriate surface to explore and set a mileage
or step goal. 2. Join the GMC Facebook group and post a
photo, trip report or question. 3. Visit a local farmstead and
try a Vermont treat. Looks easy and fun! The first week’s prize
is an amazing Day Hikers Bundle from “The Mountain Goat”
in Manchester including a pack, poles, accessories and more.
https://www.greenmountainclub.org/gmc-mud-madness/
Also view these articles and videos from the Green Mountain Club about emerging Spring happenings.
A chorus of Spring Peepers
Video: Peregrine falcons in Vermont
•
•
A guide to early spring wildflowers
Video: Alpine plant communities
•
•
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Nature Notes: Warblers: Two First Arrivals
By Terri Armata
Spring is an exciting time for all who enjoy birdwatching.
Late April brings the return of the first wood warblers to
their breeding grounds. The wood warblers are small,
colorful insect eaters. One of the earliest arrivals is the Palm
Warbler. It travels north from its wintering grounds in
Hispaniola to nesting territory in northern Canada and south
to northern New England. It passes through our area as
early as mid April. Brown back, yellow breast, chestnut
crowned, it constantly bobs its tail. Both sexes look alike.
The Yellow-rumped Warbler, (fondly nicknamed: Butter
Butt), is another early arrival. The male has a white throat, a
white belly streaked with black, a blue-grey back, a yellow
crown on its head and a distinctive bright yellow rump. The
female is duller and browner and also has the yellow crown
and rump. Look for it in early to mid April. Unlike the Palm
Warbler its summer range is from Northern Canada south to
Massachusetts in coniferous forests.
These are but two of around twenty species of warbler that
either nest or pass though our area in the spring. The second
week of May is usually a time of peak migration. Good
places to seek them out are around water, as in a spring
where insects are apt to be found in good numbers.

Palm Warbler

Male Yellow-rumped Warbler

The Unknown Logger
By Martha Stitelman
A bit of local history:
This memorial to the "Unknown Logger of Searsburg" is
close to the Catamount Trail north of Wilmington. It’s said
to have been there since 1918, though the grave - shaped pile
of stones (here hidden by the snow) is relatively new; and
the crossed chainsaw blades have just appeared this year.
Whatever the full story, the hardworking loggers do deserve
a memorial, as the forest they plundered grows back and
hides the evidence of their work. The roads and railroads
where they risked their lives formed much of the routes of
today’s hiking and skiing trails, where we play.
Here’s a note from the Vermont Old Cemetery Association,
and my photo, 2022.
https://voca58.org/cemeteries/Notes/2174.php
Bennington Section GMC
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Compass Fundamentals
By Billy Martin
“Benedito, a ship captain leaving Portugal in the 1500’s, good luck on your journey to the New World. Here is the latitude and
longitude of our most used trade route. Use the compass for confirmation, along with its corrections. Remember, you MUST compensate
for the strangeness of the compass!”
The magnetism that comes from the core of our planet is not evenly distributed at the crust of the earth. Deep
within the center of the earth there is an apparently heavy metal composite of iron, that is spinning faster than the
rotation of the earth, creating our magnetism on the surface.
•
•

The magnetic declination (the difference between true north and magnetic north) varies with time due to
shifts of the Earth's magnetic field
Since the 1970's the movement of the Magnetic North Pole has accelerated from less than 10 to more than
30 miles per year

Negative declination means the compass needle will point to the west
of true north
Positive declination means that the compass needle will point east of
true north
Now, the problem for all of us is that maps created along the
mercator projection (or lines of longitude) all converge at the true
north pole. And for us who live in Vermont that means that our
compass north is not the same as the map north! This difference is
called declination. Yikes, who invented such a difference? AND the
magnetic variation changes from year to year.
Bennington, Vermont magnetic north points 13 degrees west of
true north. (FYI, if you are in the middle of Missouri, your compass and
true north are the same.)
So how did Benedito get to the West Indies from Europe with such a variable system? Over
time, meticulous measurements were recorded in ship’s logs that described these
variations at specific latitudes and longitudes. So the captain could correct the
course using these known variations along the journey.
The next time you look at a USGS topo map (and its date of publication), look at
the data at the bottom of the map and you will find a handy angle describing the declination. Too bad they don’t
show the data in degrees instead of an angle. You can always extend the small lines to create a more viewable
distance, place the center of your compass at the vertex, and then on your compass read the declination.
OR use this link: https://www.magnetic-declination.com
Other resources:
https://sos.noaa.gov/catalog/datasets/earths-magneticdeclination/
Excellent interactive map to show variation of poles and their
movement
https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/maps/historical_declination/
Just knowing the declination doesn’t much help you navigate in
the wilderness; however, it is a good start to becoming aware of
your surroundings and to better navigating with a topo!
Bennington Section GMC
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Three Costa Rica Trips
Trip 1 by Lorna Cheriton
Costa Rica’s vast variety of plants, birds and other
animals lured Hamilton and me to plan travel in 2020
to explore its jungle, rainforests, and cloud forests, but
the pandemic abruptly halted our plans. This year we
revived our plans, but, on February 24, the eve of our
departure with the expected 5-12 inches of snow in
the northeast, we received an email that the first of
our three flights to Costa Rica was canceled because
of the forecast storm. Scrambling to buy a flight for
that evening, we flew to Washington DC some five
hours later, stayed in a hotel and caught our second
and third flights on February 25.
After 5-6 hours sleep in San Jose, we were on a shared
mini-bus for 3 hours, then on a river boat for the
journey past rich green jungle to Tortuguero on the
Caribbean coast, unreachable by road. For three
nights in our forest cabin, we were serenaded by
trilling cicadas. A guided boat trip one early morning
glided us past snowy egrets, as well as blue, green, and
tiger-striped herons, and other water birds as well as a
large caiman lurking motionless in the water.
On a guided walk on the forest trails out from the
Evergreen Lodge’s community of cabins and dining
halls, we saw and heard toucans, parrots and jacaras.
We heard howler monkeys and saw their “Whitefaced” cousins swinging through the tops of trees.
Our guide Moise played a recording of toucans’
calling in a vain attempt to attract them… but no dice,
perhaps they had responded in the past and found
Moise an unsatisfactory mate. We were thrilled to see
tiny, spotted orange frogs named “Blue Jeans” because
of their dark blue legs. After dark, a guide pointed out
with his flashlight a beautiful red-eyed, green-skinned
tree frog lying flat against a green leaf.
Shared boat and bus took us from Tortuguero to La
Fortuna, closest town to Costa Rica’s active volcano
Mount Arenal. Our guide Antonio took a group of us
on a challenging hike up lava paths to view and learn
about the volcano’s devastating resurgence from
dormancy and explosion in 1968. Next morning,
guide Esteban took us kayaking on the reservoir Lake
Arenal, with white herons fishing on the shore,
cormorants perched on posts drying their wings, and
the volcano looming ahead.
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Kayaking on Lake Arenal

Next day, crossing Lake Arenal by shared boat, I
watched a serious birder wielding a camera with 15inch lens as she photographed next to a passenger
photographing with a point-and-shoot camera.
Landing on the far shore, we joined the other
passengers for a shared bus climbing switchback roads
up hills overlooking steep valleys, to the continental
divide, the Cordillera Mountains. In the cloud forest
of Monteverde, we walked the elevated trails and
suspended bridges of the cloud forest during a
downpour of rain, then retreated into the Butterfly
House where large, gorgeous Blue Morpho butterflies
got drunk on the fermented banana pulp set out for
them and opened their iridescent blue wings to flutter
drunkenly around us. The guide showed us a tiny egg,
the inch-long larva and cabinets of pupae. We
watched butterflies emerging from their pupae and
clinging to them upside down, pumping up and drying
their wings. Some chrysalises were jade green; others
that were camouflaged looked like dry leaves, good
protection from predators.
A highlight was the guided night walk in a cloud
forest. At the entrance, before dark, we watched a
spectacular turquoise and green Mot-Mot bird feasting
on insects scared up by a procession of army ants.
Guide Memo led us and a French couple on the dark
paths, made magical by a loud serenade of crickets and
katydids. He knew just where to look to find roosting
5
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birds -- hunkered down, legs and feet locked so that
they can relax yet hold on despite the strong wind,
feathers fluffed out, and eyes open watching us -- but
not moving unless an unwary human or marauding
snake caused any movement of the branch they were
roosting on. Memo took a small twig to make a
rustling sound at a hole in the earth beside the trail. A
huge, hairy, striped tarantula rushed out to check
whether dinner had arrived. Memo’s flashlight later
showed us the beautiful but nauseating sight of a large
caterpillar festooned with parasitic wasp larvae which
had grown from eggs deposited on the paralyzed
caterpillar.
Another shared bus took us across the Continental
Divide from cool cloud and rain forest to the
startlingly sudden transition to blue skies on the
Pacific side. At a stop near a river, we watched 10–12foot crocodiles resting in the mud and water.
Down the winding mountain roads from coolness, we
emerged into the heat and humidity of Costa Rica’s
most visited National Park, Manuel Antonio. Trying
to avoid the expected crowds, I had considered
arriving when the park opened at 6am, but our guided
tour was set for two hours later, and the shared van
had to stop to pickup further tourists after us. The
entrance to the park was crowded with hordes of
tourists and guides as well as with capuchin monkeys
climbing above the humans. Officials checked
everyone’s temperature, that their bags held no food
(forbidden to take in because it would be tempting to
the monkeys) and directed us to handwashing stations.
(Coronavirus precautions are strict in Costa Rica, and
we saw no one, native or tourist, object to any
regulation.) Our guide, Carla, the only woman guide
of our 10-days in Costa Rica, carried a powerful scope
on a tripod and led the 11 of us along the trails,
stopping to show us what we would never have
noticed if we had come at 6am without a guide:
lizards, birds, bats hiding under huge leaves, and the
highlight -- baby-faced, slow-moving sloths high in the
trees, combing their algae-laden green fur with their
long, curved claws.
Costa Rica’s ecotourism is so well organized that,
when our bus (along with numerous other tourist
buses) stopped for a lunch break and we were two of
hundreds fed exactly the same lunch from a serving
line in a huge cafeteria, I felt like a part of a huge
tourism assembly line. But that well-oiled tourism

fl
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Hummingbird nest with egg

Blue Morpho butter y newly emerged
from pupa

machine enables the huge number of tourists to
experience the natural environments and to see the
birds, animals, insects, spiders and the jungle, cloud
forest and rain forest that we could not experience on
our own. That, plus the delicious fresh papaya and
pineapple, pina colada enjoyed while lazing in a pool,
and the hospitable Costa Rican people made the trip a
treasure to remember.
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Three Costa Rica Trips
Trip 2 by Hal and Margie March
In 2019, from February19 to March 1, Marge and I went to Costa Rica
with 2 friends on a Road Scholar birding tour in the Northern part of
the country. We flew into San Jose and basically covered four well
chosen birding areas: the Sarapique lowlands on the Caribbean side,
wetlands on the Rio Frio, higher elevation around the Arenal Volcano,
and the Tarcoles River area on the Pacific Coast.
We loved everything about the country, the friendly people, the politics
(Costa Rica doesn’t even have an army), the places we stayed (at Arenal
Observatory Lodge we crossed a swinging bridge to get to the dining
hall), the food and most of all, Costa Rica’s dedication to nature and
eco-tourism.
But we went to see birds and our tour guide, Jorge Mongo Solis, knew
where they were. We got up early to see the rare Jabiru, we crawled
through the jungle
to see the Black
Faced Owl, we went
birding after dark to
Blue Jeans Frog
find the seldom seen
Common Paraque.
We saw birds that were hard to see even when you were looking
right at them (the Great Potoo)! We birded our brains out. Out
of a roughly 600 species in the area, we saw almost 300. It all
was great fun but this was a really a tour for hardcore birders.
Given the choice, we probably would have spent more time
birding around the swimming pools.

Three Costa Rica Trips
Trip 3 by Linda and Bill Lyons
Linda and Bill Lyons reported a marvelous trip to Costa Rica in March
2020. Linda said that she "felt like an eight-year-old" with all the new
experiences each day. While theirs was not specifically a birdwatching
tour, Linda, a long-time birdwatcher, had investigated Costa Rican
birds before their trip and was able to identify a Mot-mot, a beautiful
blue and green bird that was a "life bird" (her first time seeing that
species). With COVID surging and the possibility of Costa Rica
closing its borders, their guide recommended cutting their trip a day
short; they returned to the US with no problems but with many great
memories.
——————————————————————-

So after reading about these three trips, are you ready to book an adventure
in Costa Rica?
Bennington Section GMC
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Remembering Winter
By Margie March
These are my thoughts about the recent winter. First,
many of us wondered what happened to the snow this
winter. It seemed to always drop more in other
locations. When we did get snow, it was not very much
and was too often mixed with or followed by rain,
sleet, fog, and gusty wind. I saw forecasts that called it
"unknown precipitation.” After early snow in
November, we were hopeful. The ground froze up in
early January and it was freezing cold. On January 12,
my records have "three inches layered ice and snow,
crunchy on the Pine Valley Road. Not enough in the

woods." While we wailed at the freezing cold and icy
conditions in early January, it did provide the ice base
that saved the season. My happiest recollection is the six
to eight inches six inches of lovely powder the last week
of January. When the snow fell, it clung to the ice and
stayed. Skiers and snowshoers were delighted! It clung to
trees, the landscape, beaver ponds and was beautiful.
There were several weeks of perfect powder to glide
through woods or down the trails at Prospect Mountain,
which was - wondrous. But it ended too soon!

Bennington Section GMC
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Schedule of Upcoming Events: Spring/Summer 2022
Always check our Meetup Site for information or updates to the following events, as weather or other aspects may
change these dates and details. Additional trips may be added: https://www.meetup.com/benningtongmc/

Save the Date: Bennington Appalachian Trail Fest: Saturday, July 30, 2022
Bennington Community Center, 655 Gage Street
The Bennington Appalachian Trail (A.T.) Community, a
volunteer-run community group committed to raising
awareness of the A.T. in Southwestern Vermont, invites
everyone to join us in celebrating Bennington becoming
an officially designated Appalachian Trail Community™.
Activities on the 30th will be geared to both trail hikers
and the Greater Bennington Community. Hikers will be
provided transportation to and from the Route 9
Trailhead along with room and board. All attendees will
be able to enjoy free food, live entertainment, trail skill
demonstrations and participate in hiking workshops.
Local beer will be available for purchase.
We look forward to celebrating with all hiking
enthusiasts, those interested in learning more about
hiking, and all community members just wanting to have
a good time.
————————————————————————————————April 2, Saturday: Mud Season Hike
Meet at the end of Berlin Mountain Road in Williamstown, 11 AM, for an up and back 4 mile hike at a leisurely
pace. This will be a mainly dry route. Check Meetup for details. Leader: Margie March
April 9, Saturday: Trail Work - Rt 9 to Maple Hill Powerline
This is a "light trail work" event intended to highlight the designation of Bennington as an Appalachian trail
community. We will clip branches and clear small blowdowns from this 2 mile segment of trail, as well as clearing
water bars. This is a nice intro to trail work for people who may not have done trail work previously. Club will
provide tools, or feel free to bring your own. Group size limited to 12. Details in Meetup. Leader: Tim Marr
April 10, Sunday: Navigating the Outdoors with a Compass
Many of us have a compass but have not used it to navigate through the forest. We will be performing compass
exercises at Beech Street Park and surrounding woods. Check Meetup for all details. Leader: Billy Martin
April 16, Saturday: Trail Work: -Rt. 9 to Harmon Hill
Please check Meetup to confirm date, see times & details, and RSVP. Leader: Matt Vezina
April 19, Tuesday: Bike the Ashuwillticook Rail Trail from Adams to Pittsfield, MA. Beautiful paved trail runs
11 miles (22 miles round trip). The Cheshire Reservoir and Hoosic River offer outstanding views of the scenery
and wildlife. https://www.mass.gov/locations/ashuwillticook-rail-trail Lunch at Whitney’s Farmstand. Meet at the
Bennington Rec Center at 10:00. Drive time is approximately 40 minutes. Leader: Harda Bradford (802) 447-7065.

Bennington Section GMC
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April 22, Friday (Earth Day): Spring Wildflower Walk: Enjoy a walk in the Berkshires to look for wildflowers,
meeting at 1:00 PM, rain date TBA. Location will be posted on MeetUp. Marjorie March (413) 458-3162.
April 23, Saturday: Trail Work -Maple Hill to Little Pond Cutoff
Please check Meetup to confirm date, see times & details, and RSVP. Leader: Matt Vezina
April 24, Sunday: Boiler, Redfield Brook in the Burning
Hike to the abandoned steam boiler, leftover from logging days, in the scenic shrubby clearing along the Redfield
Brook in Woodford, kept open by controlled burns. Trails are likely to be muddy and requires wading across the
Redfield - your feet and legs WILL be wet. Trip will be rescheduled if water is too high. Total distance 5-6 miles,
moderate hills, some bushwhacking through lumpy, boggy, brushy terrain. Bring dry clothes and wading footwear.
Check Meetup for more details. Contact leader for time and meeting place. No dogs. Martha Stitelman
mstitel@sover.net
April 24, Sunday: Spring Meeting & Potluck or Bring Your Own Bag
Sunday – 5:00 pm Upper Pavilion at Willow Park. Food, fellowship and election of officers. Bring a dish to share or
bring your own dinner. RSVP on Meetup.
April 30 & May 1, Saturday & Sunday: Trail Work - Glastenbury overnight
Please check Meetup to confirm date, see times & details, and RSVP. Leader: Matt Vezina
May 15, Sunday: Berkshire Hike Details will be posted on Meetup closer to the date. Leader:Marjorie March
(413) 458-3162; mfmgo@yahoo.com
May 24, Tuesday: Bike from Woodstock to Simon Pearce along a hard pack trail next to the Ottauquechee
River. Approximately 7.5 miles (15 miles round trip). Park at the visitor center parking in Woodstock. Lunch at
Simon Pearce Glassblowing and Restaurant. Meet at the Bennington Rec Center at 10:00. Drive time is
approximately 1 hour 40 minutes. Leader: Harda Bradford (802) 447-7065.
June 21, Tuesday: Bike around Cossayuna Lake north of East Greenwich, NY. Trail is hard pack approximately
an 8 mile loop (total). We will take Rt 22 to Rt 29 to Rt 40 where there will be parking. Lunch will be at the country
store. Meet at the Bennington Rec Center at 10:00. Drive time is approximately 50 minutes. Leader: Harda
Bradford (802) 447-7065.
July 1, Friday: Bike the Somerset Road on Canada Day! Meet at Bennington Recreation Center at 11am.
RSVP on Meetup or contact leaders Lorna Cheriton and Hamilton Topping <chertop1@comcast.net>
802-447-1383 by 6pm the day before.
July 19, Tuesday: Bike on the Warren County Bikeway from Glen’s Falls, NY. to Lake George. This is a paved
asphalt trail of 10 miles (20 miles round trip). https://warrencountyny.gov/dpw/bikeway Details about lunch will
be provided later. Meet at the Bennington Rec Center at 10:00. Drive time approximately 1 hour 15 minutes.
Leader: Harda Bradford (802) 447-7065.
August 23, Tuesday: Bike the Zim Smith Mid-County Trail from Mechanicville, NY north to Ballston Spa.
This is part asphalt and part hard pack trail of 11 miles (22 miles round trip). https://www.saratoga.com/things-todo/hiking-and-nature-trails/zim-smith-trail/ Details about lunch will be provided later. Meet at the Bennington
Rec Center at 10:00. Drive time approximately 50 minutes. Leader: Harda Bradford (802) 447-7065.
September 20, Tuesday: Bike on the Delaware-Hudson Rail Trail starting in Rupert, VT. This southern
portion of the trail is approximately 10 miles (20 miles round trip) with a surface of asphalt, cinder, dirt, glass and
gravel. This trail is better suited to mountain and hybrid bikes as opposed to road bikes. https://
www.vtstateparks.com/assets/pdf/dhrailtrail.pdf Details about lunch will be provided later. Meet at the
Bennington Rec Center at 10:00. Drive time approximately 55 minutes. Leader: Harda Bradford (802) 447-7065.
Bennington Section GMC
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